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It’s not too late to be thinking about spraying fall chemicals in pastures and crop ground. Fall
is an excellent time to spray for thistles and leafy spurge in pastures and CRP. These nuisances can be sprayed up until the ground freezes. GrazonNext or Grazon P&D are two good choices depending on what you have out there for weeds.
Fall is also a good time to spray for winter annuals in crop ground especially going to soybeans. If you are doing no till or have a field with heavy weed pressure, it would not be a bad
idea to look into spraying it this fall. Dicamba or 2,4-D are good choices and there are several
other chemicals you can use with them depending on what you are trying to control. (A fall
emerge Marestail can produce 50,000 to an excess of 200,000 seeds per plant). Just remember that you still need to put a good residual down in the spring. One waterhemp plant, from 6
inches to 3 ft. above the canopy, can produce 20,000 to over 120,000 seeds per plant? These are just some
things to be thinking about during harvest and keep in mind what worked for you. If you’d like to change or
consider other chemical options, remember that we are here to find a solution to help with your control for
next spring. Good luck with harvest and be safe.
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From Tara’s Desk
We are learning new roles here at Valley Ag. Each and every one of my colleagues has stepped up and taken on more duties with Greg’s death. To think
that two months has gone by seems almost impossible. So much time, yet
the blink of an eye. This week brought more sadness to our family. Lee Pirak
(Greg’s dad) lost his wife, Mary, to a lengthy sickness. Many of you have
worked with Lee over the years with planting or variable rate maps or harvest
books. Tyler Doty has been working on those projects for the past couple
years to ensure redundancy in all facets of our business. I’ve been better myself at redundancy. Greg was a better ‘giver and talker’ of projects, I was
not. Because of Greg’s sudden loss, there are others who know more about
my roles too. As we’ve learned, life can change in but a second.
Our days now are spent visiting with our basic manufacturer reps learning
about their 2019 programs. All of that will be finalized later this fall and our
salespeople will disseminate and explain that info to you. Several companies
are offering financing through Rabo Agrifinance, John Deere Credit (Farm
Plan) or TruChoice (Pioneer+Dow+DuPont=Corteva). Many of you have accounts with John Deere but may not have accounts with other financing companies. We will help you with that. The interest rates on those purchases
range from 0% to prime-1%. There are additional details (such as minimum
purchases) we can give you on these financing options but I thought you’d be
encouraged to hear about affordable financing for 2019. We continue to learn
each day. Our business is strong and we continue to value your support of
Valley Ag Supply and the Pirak family. ~Tara Pirak

Since January 1, Valley Ag
Supply has completed 1,001
hay tests!

The past number of years Valley Ag has coordinated a “young grower trip” where a few of the
younger agronomists and younger growers take a trip to tour something relevant and interesting to
them. Whether it be answer plots, manufacturing plants, or research centers, we try to find something that can provide a learning experience for guys/gals that may be a big part of the farming operation in the future. As much as this is a learning experience, we do find time for some “extracurricular” activities and enjoy getting to know everyone a little better.
This last August Alan, Tyler, and I went along with a group of six other growers and three of our
product reps to stay at the Treasure Island casino in Welch, Minnesota. We made a stop in Sheldon,
Iowa on our first day to view one of the Winfield Answer Plots. The growers were guided around
the plot by Winfield agronomist Ryan Wolf and were able to see the array of trials and products that
Winfield researches throughout the growing season. The second day was spent visiting the Winfield wind tunnel and innovation center. We all toured through the extensive research center to see
the process that goes into generating a new product before it hits the market. It was impressive to
see the amount of testing and trials and data that gets recorded for new adjuvants, seed treatments, and herbicides. After the wind tunnel tour we managed to work in a round of golf at one of
the local courses. As we traveled home on the third day, the group stopped in Jackson, MN to tour
the AGCO plant where they manufacture floaters, sprayers, and tractors. The modern facility was
extremely neat and efficient while they walked us through the process of assembling, painting, and
testing the equipment they churn out. We tried to convince them to send us home with some free
merchandise like a t-shirt or one of their newest Rogators, but they didn’t seem to go for it.
At the end of the trip, hopefully we’ve sparked some interest in the people that went with us. It’s
also beneficial to establish relationships with these guys, and we thank them all for taking the time
to join us. A special thanks to Ryan Wolf, David DiPippo, Leander Schieffer (Winfield United), and
Josh Baker (Compass Minerals) for helping to organize/fund parts of this experience.
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Lime & Gypsum: Still a Good Investment if Your Field
Needs It
By Jimmy Sieperda
I’m sure you’re wondering why we would be talking about and promoting such an
expensive product in another year of low commodity prices. And you’re right, there is
a bit of ‘sticker shock’ that customers get on the up front expense of applying lime
and/or gypsum. However, let’s take a step back and look at the big picture. It’s not in
Valley Ag’s best interest nor has it been our custom to sell products just to sell something. We want you to be able to make money and stay in business. Applying lime
and/or gypsum needs to be looked at as an investment in your soil to ensure that it
will produce to its full capacity for years to come. After the first initial expense, you
shouldn’t have to apply lime or gypsum again for another 5 to 10 years, and even when
you do need to apply it again it will be just to maintain the levels that you need and
not to correct an issue in your soil. We have been spreading this product for years and
have plenty of local data showing that it works. And even in a down economy, it can
still be one of the best returns on your investment.
The initial cost is still going to be a hurdle and we understand. We are here to help
you figure out what you can do and give you some options to help make it more affordable. For instance, we can start out by only doing a half rate so that you can start
getting your return on the investment, and then we can do the other half rate one to
two years down the road. Another option is to just do one or two fields a year and start
with the ones that really need it, so that you can get the most back in your initial investment. Also, when applying lime, you might be able to cut back on your fertilizer
inputs for that first year. Low pH soils will tie up nutrients so when the pH is corrected the nutrients that were tied up will be available to the plant.
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